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In this article (Cancer Immunol Res 2014;2:112–20), which appeared in the
February 2014 issue of Cancer Immunology Research (1), the description of antibody
pattern alterations after CARTmeso cell infusion in patient 21211-101 in the
Results section on page 117 is incorrect and does not match that shown in Fig. 4B.
During the preparation of the original manuscript, the ﬁgure listed sampling days
of 0, 64, and 99. During the revision process, the authors discovered that the days
in Fig. 4B were mislabeled and the samples were actually from Days 7, 57, and
92, as described in the original ﬁgure legend. Panel B of the ﬁgure was updated
and is correct as published. However, the text was not updated and should be
corrected to read:
"For instance, several new antibodies were detected in the 64- to 80-kDa regions at
day þ57 that were less abundant or absent at day þ92. In addition, several new
antibodies could be detected at day þ92 that were not observed at baseline or
at day þ57."
Also, the Supplementary Data for the article was not updated; the ﬁnal sentence
of the Supplemental Results should read as follows:
"HACA responses became detectable in PDA patient 21211-101 after completing
Schedule 3 (day þ57) (Fig. S2)."
The ﬁnal sentence of the Supplementary Fig. S2 legend should read as follows:
"Post-serum time points for each patient are as follows: MPM 17510-105  day
þ44; and PDA 21211-101  day þ57."
The Supplementary Data has been updated on the online journal.
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